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Dedication
▪ To the memory of Robert L. Kane, pioneer in
Long Term Care Research and Innovation
▪ Intellectual Leader in the field
▪ Mentor to many
▪ Advocate for all
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Conflicts of Interest
▪ Chair, Scientific Advisory Committee,
naviHealth, a post-acute care convener
▪ Past Chair, Independent Committee on Quality
for HCR-Manorcare
▪ Founder of PointRight with no further financial
interests
▪ Rely upon clinical/administrative data for much
of my research
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Purpose
▪ Review major Research Innovations by Kanes’
▪ Consider contributions and implications of
Kane’s Quality Measurement paradigm
▪ Has Research on Quality Measures improved
care for people using Nursing Homes?
▪ Measurement for Quality Improvement vs. for
Performance Assessment and Payment
▪ Who Benefits and Future Challenges
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Academic Impact
▪ Created whole fields of research in aging and
long term care
▪ Over 600 total publications
▪ Cited ~18,500 times by others
▪ Over 1200 citations in 2018 alone!
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Summary their personal research histories is really a history of the field
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Geriatric Nurse Practitioners
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Impact of Nurse Practitioner
Research on Nursing Homes
▪ Geriatric NPs improve care quality, particularly
for long stay residents
▪ Evidence Based Results incorporated into the
creation of EverCare
▪ Kane’s Observational Studies of EverCare
reveal some benefits of NP presence in NH
▪ Large increases in NPs in NH’s particularly
more recently
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Expansion of NPs in NH
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Continuing Expansion of Nurse
Practitioners
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Re-Balancing Long Term Care
▪ Kane Research on Assisted Living in Oregon
reveals transfer out of NH possible
▪ Research evaluating Community Long Term
Care waiver demonstrations reveals only small
“wood-work” effect
▪ Leads to huge proportionate increases in state
funding of Community based services
▪ Actual declines in NH beds/1000 and
occupancy rates
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U.S. Nursing Home Residents per 1,000
People Aged 75 and Older, 1997–2007
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Summary Impact of Re-Balancing
Research Innovation
▪ Policy often follows or reflects changes in public
attitudes; BUT researchers provide the “language”
▪ Increased HCBS spending not the only trend
▪ Rise in Assisted Living for wealthier whites
▪ Terrible reputation of nursing homes
▪ Ethos of “aging in place” reflected in policies AND
▪ NH bed supply stabilized, allowing states to increase
HCBS;
▪ All predictions about NH bed need were WRONG
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Geriatric Assessment
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Geriatric Assessment to
Mandatory Assessment
▪ Evidence Based success of Geriatric
Assessment translated into IoM Report
▪ IoM Report integrated into OBRA ‘87
▪ Minimum Data Set (MDS) for Nursing Home
Resident Assessment Mandated
▪ BUT, geriatricians very disappointed in
summary approach in original MDS
▪ In time, value of mandatory assessment
acknowledged resulting in MDS 3.0
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The Resident’s Voice
▪ Kane & Kane pioneered efforts to measure
quality of life and to require asking resident
▪ Research proved that most residents could
and did respond to questions
▪ These insights integrated into MDS 3.0 and
cognition, mood and pain items successful
▪ Kane & Kane kept advocating for quality of life
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Paying for Performance:
An Innovative Paradigm
▪ In 1976 Kane proposed paying long term care
providers for quality and outcome performance
▪ Almost 50 years later still grappling with
implementing this vision
▪ Much closer due to uniform geriatric
assessment and available data
▪ Kane and Darling worked with Minnesota to
develop a system; ongoing updates
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Paying for Performance
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A Brief History
▪ Early RCT of quality based payment was not
effective in changing behavior or outcomes
▪ More recent CMS multi-state demonstration
also showed no effect
– TOO COMPLICATED and savings had to come from
reduced hospitalizations

▪ Several states tried quality based “bonuses”
▪ Minnesota developed comprehensive system
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Minnesota DRAFT Quality Point
System
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Minnesota DRAFT Quality Point
System (cont.)
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Performance Payment Requires
Unbiased Quality Measures
▪ Assumes that quality is measured the same
way across NHs or inspectors
▪ Assumes that the mix of residents is very
similar across NHs being compared
▪ Assumes that the measures of quality are
important AND subject to modification
▪ Assumes that there is agreement about this
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Quality Measures
▪ Suggest the possible existence of a “problem”
at the provider/agency or area level with a
particular specific aspect of quality
▪ While could be positive, most often poor
scores on measures reflect poor care
▪ The measure represents a “sign” of high or
low quality
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Types of Quality Measures
▪ Structure
– Staffing Levels
– Compliance with standards (inspection)

▪ Process
– Treatments given (or not) to those “in need”
– Physical restraints, ant-psychotics, therapy minutes

▪ Outcomes
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Desired Quality Measure
Properties
▪ Cover key dimensions of quality
▪ Clinical content validity of definition (numerator,
denominator, covariates)

▪ Addresses areas which can be influenced by
clinical care practices
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CMS Five Star Quality Measures
▪ Long-Stay Residents:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Percent of residents whose need for help with activities of daily living has increased
Percent of high risk residents with pressure ulcers (sores)
Percent of residents who have/had a catheter inserted and left in their bladder
Percent of residents who were physically restrained
Percent of residents with a urinary tract infection
Percent of residents who self-report moderate to severe pain
Percent of residents experiencing one or more falls with major injury
Percent of residents who received an antipsychotic medication

▪ Short-stay residents:
– Percent of residents with pressure ulcers (sores) that are new or worsened
– Percent of residents who self-report moderate to severe pain
– Percent of residents who newly received an antipsychotic medication
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Constructing Quality Measures
Operationally applied at the level of the individual
patient or client
THEN, aggregated up to the level of the provider
Take count of patients with condition of interest
(numerator)
Take count of patients served by provider, or in group
of patients defined as “at risk” of condition of
interest (denominator)
Determine time frame to which measure applies
Observed rate: ratio of these counts in the NH
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Different Types of Outcome
Measures
▪ Prevalence

• Average Level of Patient Satisfaction
• Daily Pain or Uncontrolled Pain

▪ Incidence

• Falls
• Hospital Acquired Infections

▪ Change in Status

• Rate of Decline in Physical Functioning
• Improvement in Mood or Depression
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Issues in Incidence or Change
Quality Measures
▪ Applies only to long stay population
▪ Facility differences in mortality or hospital use
will affect validity of the quality indicator
▪ Short stay “change” measures compromised
by variation in Facility Length of Stay since
assessments done on fixed intervals
▪ Even short stay QI’s using discharge
assessments biased by Length of Stay
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CMS Take on Quality Performance
▪ Five Star rankings introduced to give consumers
and advocates information for choice
▪ Many iterations but created as a composite of
MDS based quality measures, state inspections
and nurse staffing levels
▪ Added new outcome measures over time
▪ Changed data sources (e.g. staffing)
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Consider the
Differences in
Kane’s Weighting
System.
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Problems with Composite Measures
▪ Adding uncorrelated measures reduces precision
unless weighting is very strong
▪ Providers at the top and bottom of the range do
poor or well onmost components; BUT between
10th and 90th percentile vague
▪ An NH at the 70th percentile could have MAJOR
deficits in some or be above average on all
▪ Component scores are relative, not absolute
▪ Ranks create differences where none exist
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Paying for Quality Performance
▪ Requires a Single Measure OR a Composite
▪ Performance Bonus can be based on NH
comparisons OR on Improvements OR some
combination
▪ CMS Value Based Purchasing demo relied on
“savings” from reduced hospitalizations
– No bonuses without aggregate savings

▪ No improvements; system too complicated
– (As Kane predicted)
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Implications for Performance
Payment
▪ $$ translate into a uni-dimensional ranking no
matter how many measures combined
▪ Mix of Post-Acute and Rehab patients key to
measuring relevant performance
▪ Large selection effect present in data
▪ Up-coding hard to detect even via audit
▪ Measures MUST be sensitive to efforts to
improve the outcomes
▪ Financial incentive MUST be worth it!
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Summary
▪ Kane’s Research Innovations changed practice
and launched new avenues of investigation
▪ Geriatric Assessment now routine; provides a
source of data for facility quality measurement
▪ Kane’s vision of performance based payment
continues to elude policy makers
▪ So, there is still room for former students to
contribute to the field and extend the legacy
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